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Lenovo ideapad l340 review

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates as we mentioned in our previous review – one of the Idenavo L340(15), had a good number of laptop series that shared a common ancestor – the Ideapad 330. This one is not an exclusion – Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) is very close to a unit we had to review some time ago
– the Ideapad 330-15ICH. However, let's put the similarities aside for a second, and focus on what makes them different. Start with the obvious – the sterois outward. This laptop now looks super sleek and has thin needle to deal with the trends of this year. By the way, it's very fun to see a gaming laptop that has even
fewer gamer-center brands, than the already industrial legion brand. Combined with its low price, the Ideapad L340 gaming can refer to the legion range similar to pavilion gaming brands referring to the Ormen series of HP. Although the Pavilion gaming 15 from last year didn't very sound in terms of the overall
construction, this year we saw a significant step up from the 17-inch model. With that said, we expect L340 gaming in L340 (15) that will pose a good threat to the budget gaming market. While we already know the answer, you'll see in the review below. You can check the prices and configurations in our Specs System:
Contents Specs Sheet 15.6, Full HD (1920 x 1080), TN 15.6, Full HD (1920 x 1080), IPS up to 2000GB SSD + up to 2000GB HDD Windows 10 Home, Home, Windows 10 Pro, No OS 363 x 254.6x23.9mm (14.29x10.02 x 0.94) 1x USB Type-C 3.2 Contains 1 (5 Gbps)2x USB Type-A 3.2 Contains 1 (5 Gbps) HDMI 2.0
Gigabit LAN 10, 100,1000 Mbit/s Wi-Fi 802.11ac Bluetooth 4.2 Audio Jack 3.5mm combo Fingerprint reader Web Camera HD Backlit keyboard Microphone Digital dual-array Speakers 2x1.5W, Dolby Audio Optical Drive Security Lock Slot What's in the box? Inside the package that houses Ideapad L340 gaming (15),
nothing more than some foam, paper manuals, and a 135W power adapter. Design and construction as we already mentioned, the Leaderpad L340 Gaming (15) has a gloves watching it. It is made entirely from plastic, just like the Legion Y540, although, the paint is glossy and easy scratch, in contrast to the base tires
and the circular design on the cover of the milk. Though it is a gaming unit, it seems almost the same as its non-gaming fee – the Ideapad L340 (15) – it weighs the same of 2.20 kg kg, while the profile of the gamer boy is a little thicker – 23.9mm vs 22.9mm. Open the lid with one hand is possible only if you are using
your knee to hold the base. Still, on the bottom, the hinge isn't stiff enough in an open position with the very natistile display shaking when pushing the laptop by accident. Moreover, the lid itself is flexible significantly, when you force it in. Despite this, we were not entirely disappointed with this one, because it has its
cameras on its position and it's down for a full flat experiment in the 180-degree hinge. Looking down at the bases, we see a keyboard, which seems to be designed to tap, rather than bank. Here we got pretty much the same layout as on the regular Ideapad L340 (15) plus an additional requisition. In terms of
comfortable, the keyboard has a good key travel, decent tactical feedback, and large keycaps, which consistently improve the experience when typing. Then there's the touchpad. To say we hate it would be an understanding. We noticed some random random like, it just feels it is too sensitive to touch. On its bottom
panel, two beautiful big gray slits act as an air intake, while the exhaust air is going from the area between the laptop and the display. His speakers put on the two sides of the laptop, similar to the regular Ideapad L340 (15). Ports reminis of what we've seen in the past, Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) has all its skin on the left
side of the chassis – It starts with the dedicated Lenovo loading port, an RJ-45 connector, an HDMI 2.0 port, then two USB Type-A 3.1 (Gen. 1) ports, an audio jack and a USB Type-3.1 (Gen. 1) port. Unsemly, Upgrade options and Maintenance You won't need any special tools to get in touch with the interns of this
notebook. There are 11 Screw Phillips - Mind that you have disagreers before continuing. The first thing inside we see is ... the amount of free space that enthusiasties the spare parts – more on that, later. Cooling-wise, the set seems to be a get rid of the Ideapad 330 Cooling Solution 15. In fact, it is the exact same
thing, as you can see in the images below. However, this is not necessarily a bad thing, because the Ideapad 330 (15) has actually done very good in terms of terms. At first sight, there is only one storage option available – M.2 PCIe the place. However, if you look good, there are four mounted points for a SATA drive,
while the connectors lie under the M.2 device. In addition, there is 4GB of RAM oderate on board, as well as a DIM RAM for abbregation. Ideapad L340 gaming (15) is 45Wh – not the largest, but hope for a budget gaming laptop. Displays quality Lenovo Ideavod L340 Gaming (15) equipped with a full HD TN panel and a
BOE model number NT156FHM-N61 – the same one you saw on the non-gaming version. Diagonal it is 15.6%(39.62cm), with the 1920 resolution х 1080 pixels. The screen ratio is 16:9, and we are looking at a pixel density at - 142 ppi, with a pitch of 0.18 х 0.18 mm. The screen turns into Retina when viewed at
distance equal to or greater than 60cm (24) (from this eye the distance one stops the pixels differential apart, and it is normal for looking at a laptop). As expected from a TN panel – the angles look terrible. We offer images of 45° to assess image quality. Measure the maximum brightness of 227 nutrition among the
screen and 212 nit as a medium for the entire area, with a deviation at 14% in the top right corner. The Colorful Color temperature on a white screen is 7060K – cold than most cold than the best for the standard SRGB of 6500K. In the illustration below you can see how the display is done in a uniformity perspective. In
other words, the lerd of light comes from the light source. Value dE2000 over 4.0 should not occur, and this parameter is one of the first you should check if you intend to use the laptop for flow-sensitive tasks. The contrast ratio is mediocrire – 230:1. To make sure we are on the same page, we would like to give you a
little introduction to the SRGB color game and RGB in Adobe. For starters, there's CIE CIE 1976 Uniform Diagram Chromaticity Diagram representing the visible spectre of color by the human eye, giving you a pure perception of the gas flow color and the accuracy of color. Inside the dark triangle, you will see the
standard color gaming color (sRGB) that is used by millions of people in HDTV and on the internet. As for the Adobe RGB, this is used in professional cameras, monitors, etc. for printing. Basically, colors inside the black triangle are used by everyone and this is the essential part of the color quality and color accuracy of a
mainstream notebook. Still, we have included other color spaces such as the standard famous DCI-P3 used by film studios, as well as standard digital UHD Rec.2020. Rec.2020, however, is still something in the future and it's hard to show today to cover that well. We've also included so-called Michael Pointer Gam, or
Gam's Pointer, which represents the colors that naturally occur beside us every day. The yellow docked line shows the Lenovo Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) gas flow line. Its display covers 50% of the sRGB / ITU-R BT.709 (Internet / HDTV standard) of CIE1976. Design and gaming profile delivers optimal flow temperature
(6500K) to 140 cd/m2 illuminating and SRGB gamma mode. We tested the accuracy of the display with 24 commonly used colors such as light and dark skin, blue sky, green fat, orange, etc. You can check out the results of factory requirements and also, and Design and gaming the profile. Below you can compare the
scores of Lenovo Ideapad L340 gaming (15) with the default settings (left), and the gaming and web design profile (right). The next figure shows how well the display is able to reproduce the really dark part of an image, which is essential when watching movies or playing games in low ambient light. The left side of the
image represents the display and stock settings, while the right one is with gaming and web design profile toggle. On the horizontal axle, you will get the grayscale and on the vertical axle – the elimination of the display. On the two graphs below you can easily check for yourself how display nuances are obscure but keep
in mind that this also depends on the settings of your current display, the calibration, the viewing angle, and the enclosure light conditions. Time (gaming ability) We tested the reaction time in the pixels with the usual black-to-white and white-to-black methods from 10% to 90% and vice versa. We record Fall Time + Rise
Time = 11 ms. PWM (screen flickering) Pulse-width module (PWM) is an easy way to control unlocked. When lowering the brightness, the light intensity of the light is not lowered, but rather close and on by the electronics with an endistenable frequency in the human eye. At the impulse of these lights, the light ratio / no
light time varies, while bright remains unchanged, which is harmful to your eyes. You can read more about that in our dedicated article on PWM. Lenovo Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) is not flicker at any brightness level. That makes him comfortable for long working periods, without harmful to that aspect. Emission Light
Blue Installer Health-Guard profile not only eliminates PWM but also reduces the dangerous Blue Light emissions while keeping the colors of the collector screen all the time accurate. If you are not familiar with the Blue Light, the TL;DR version is – broadcasts that negatively affect your eyes, skin and body. You can find
out more about that in our dedicated article on Blue Light. Similar conclusions to the non-gaming panel L340 (15), Lenovo Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) has a TN panel with a full HD resolution, fast reaction time and comfortable return back in terms of PWM. On the donwside, it was horrific viewing angles, poor contrast
reports and mediocre colors. Buy our profiles since our profiles are tailored for each individual display model, this article and its respective profile packages are meant for the Lenovo Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) setup and 15.6FHD TN BOE NT156FHM-N61 (BOE0812). * Should you have problems with downloading the
purchase file, try using a different browser to open the link you will receive via e-mail. If the download target is a .php file instead of an archive, change the .zip file extension or contact us at [email protected] Read more about the profiles here. In addition to receiving efficient and health-friendly profiles, by purchasing the
LaptopMedia products you also support development in our lab, where we test devices in order to produce the most revised targets possible. Office tasks should be used mostly by users who spend most of the time looking at pieces of text, tables or just browsing. This profile aims to deliver better distinction and
brightness by holding a flat gamma curve (2.20), native color temperature and accurate collector color. This profile is aimed at designers who work with professional colors, and for games and movies as well. Design and gaming take display panels to the boundaries, making them as accurate as possible from the SRGB
IEC61966-2-1 standard for internet and HDTV, to the white D65 Points. THealth-Guard eliminates the Dangerous-Wide Module (PWM) and reduces the negative blue light that affects our eyes and bodies. it's custom tailored for each panel, it manages to maintain the accuracy collector colors. Health-keeper simulates
paper for the pressure on the eyes greatly reduced. The sound of the Lenovo Ideavod L340 Gaming (15) is producing a relatively loud sound and not bad quality. In addition, its low, middle and high tons are key to deviation. Drivers you can find all the drivers and utilities for Lenovo Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) from here:
Battery Now we do the battery tests and windows best performance settings turned on, bright screens adjusted to 120 nit and all other programs have been turned off except for the one we are testing the notebook with. There is a 45Wh battery pack inside this car. Despite the relatively small size – we received 7 hours of
web browsing and around 5 hours and 45 minutes of video playback. CPU Options You can choose one of two very respectable offerings by Intel – the quad-core core i5-9300H or six-core to i7-9750H. Lenovo IdeaPad L340 (15) Gaming CPU variants here you can see an approxsimative comparison between the CPUs
that can be found in the Lenovo L340 (15) gaming model on the market. This way you can decide for yourself that Lenovo IdeaPad L340 (15) Gaming Model is the best bang for your buck. Note: The chart shows the cheapest different CPU configurations so you should check what the other specifications are in these
laptops by clicking on the laptop/CPU name. GPU option as in the graphics card of choice, there is a (see well) 3GB version of the GeForce GTX 1050 with one of the new turing chips inside a GeForce GTX 1650 and 4GB of GDDR5 memory. Lenovo IdeaPad L340 (15) Gaming GPU variants here you can see an
approxsimative comparison between the GPUs that can be found in Ideavo L340 in Lenovo L340 (15) gaming models on the market. This way you can decide for yourself that Lenovo IdeaPad L340 (15) Gaming Model is the best bang for your buck. Note: The chart shows the cheapest different GPU configurations so
you should check the other specifications of these laptops by clicking on the laptop/GPU name. Gaming Temperature test and comfort Max CPU charges in this test we use 100% on the CPU cores, guarding their frequency and chip temperatures. The first column shows a computer's reaction to a short load (2-10
seconds), the second column to simulate a serious task (between 15 and 30 seconds), and the third column is a good indicator of how good the laptop is for long loads such as video rendering. Average core frequency (base frequency + X); CPU time. Intel Core i5-9300H (45W TDP) 0:02 - 0:10 sec 0:15 - 0:30 sec 10:00
– 15:00 minutes Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) 2.39GHz @ 52°C 3.72GHz (B+55%) @ 87°C 2.92GHz (B+ 22%)@78°C Intel Core i5-8300H (45W TDP) 0:02 - 0: 10 sec 0:15 - 0:30 sec 10: 00 - 15:00 min ASUS TUF Gaming FX505 3.25GHz (B+41%) @ 92°C 3.13 GHz (B+36%) 92°C 2.98GHz (B +30%) @ 92°C Dell G3 17
3779 3.44GHz (B +50%) @ 98°C 3.29GHz (B+43%) @ 98°C 3.11GHz (B+35%) @ 91°C Lenovo has opted for unusual management of the thermal and the frequency of this device. The core of the i5-9300H is not turbo under pressure for a good 10-15 seconds. After that, we saw a very high frequency, reaching the
cores, while the temperature was around 87C. Then, in the end, it remained for 2.92 GHz – lower than what we saw in its competitors, however, the temperature was 78C – very comfortable. Gameplay Real Life NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 GPU Frequency / Core Temple (after 2 min) GPU frequency / temple core (after
30 min) Lenovo Ideapad L3 Gaming (1 5) 1691 MHz @ 74°C 1620 MHz @ 74°C Lenovo IdeaPad 330-15ICH 1718 MHz @ 65°C 1643 MH @ 65°CSI GL63 8RC (GTX 1050) 1658 MHz @ 65°C 1645 MHz @ 69°C Dell G3 1779 1683 MHz @77°C 1670 MHz @88°C While the temperatures in the processor have been
managed very well, this in the graphics card was somewhat an upgrade from the Ideapad 330-15ICH, that as a matter of fact there is exactly the same cooling solution. Despite this, the laptop keeps a very low pace to fans, resulting in rumors that are far less intrusive than what we've seen from other manufacturers.



Gaming comfort in addition to the sage modernizing noise, the laptop keeps temperature reasonable on the outside as well. Verdict If you're looking out for a gaming laptop that won't break your budget, the Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) might seem like a nice tempting choice. In fact, at first sight, the laptop looks pretty
good and if it wasn't for the vignette gaming on the basis of the chassis, one would never say that this device has the ability to run some AAA titles. Everything just seems too good to be true. Because... it is. Its low prices are mainly out of its poor quality and TN panel. Of course, you can go for the IPS version, but then
you're approaching Y540 Territory and Ideapad L340 Gaming (15) become less appealing. Especially with the modest GPU choice you have – a GTX 1050 with only 3GB of memory as well as a 4GB GeForce GTX 1650, which should be the natural choice, you should go for this machine. Paired the laptop with a natural
tea budget panel, given the price tag. Our setup was equipped with a 1080p TN panel (FHD TN BOE NT156FHM-N61 (BOE0812)), which is excellent in terms of response times (this is important for games) and no PWM in use for bright adjustment. On the other side, the display is too telling me to outside, there is an
extraction contrast report and angle looks terrible. Again, doing so will set you back some more of that sweet green cash. Which is to say, you can probably pay just a little extra and get the Acer Maniacs 5 or newly updated HP Pavilion Gaming (2019), both of which have better battery life and better improvements. All in
all, we don't think that the Ideapad L340 gaming (15) is really bad in a device. It Just Brings Too Much of the Older Ideapad 330 it's even and it's not really focused on banks. Should they lower the cost or update some of the features in this notebook, it will have a perfect match for games on a budget. Sleek design for a
gaming laptop enough cooling keyboard backlit with large keycaps Adequate price Adequate PWM and has quick response times (FHD TN BOE NT156FHM-N61 (BOE0812)) Budget Build Case Panel TN should be avoided Overshadowed by its competitors reporting contrast and viewing the recovered angles (FHD TN
BOE NT156FHM-N61 (BOE0812)) You can check the prices and configuration of our Specpes system: e2%80%b3-gaming-l340-17irh/ e2%80%b3-gaming-l340-17irh/
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